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From international payments to payment factories, the world of payments is wide ?and
probably a little bit wilder than we like it to be. Yet, at BNP Paribas, we can support all types of
payments everywhere on the globe with adapted and innovative responses that make them
swifter, easier and safer.

Description
International payments bring specific challenges.
A global economy implies international flows, and these are on the uptrend. Post-SEPA,
European corporations are looking ahead and are ready to address the challenges of
international payments. But while SEPA harmonises the payment landscape within Europe, it
remains largely heterogeneous outside.
How can your company optimise its international payment flows?
BNP Paribas brings advise
BNP Paribas brings solutions
BNP Paribas brings confidence
Discover full details in the leaflet.
Download
the leaflet

Benefits
Extensive network with a Cash Management presence in 65+ countries and a worldwide
corresponding banking network supporting efficient and cost effective end-to-end
processing.
Recognised Forex powerhouse with eight further principal trading hubs in Paris,
Brussels, Luxembourg, Singapore, Hong Kong, Tokyo, New York and Sao Paulo, with
additional offices in all regions.
Dedicated experts work on the continuous product evolution and focus on advisory to
best support the development of our clients? international business & associated flow
banking.

Specifications

With Cash Management being a key activity, BNP Paribas has developed unique capabilities
for ensuring fast, precise and secure international payments.
We are committed to continuous investments in our offerings and always strive to go the extra
mile on advisory, implementation and client servicing, to deliver you the best service possible.
Download
the PDF

Related Video
Make successful international payments
Paying Here & Abroad 03/10/2014

Related Articles
International payments at the top of treasurers' agendas
Paying Here & Abroad 01/09/2014
A global economy implies international flows, and these are on the uptrend. As the migration
to SEPA is almost complete, European corporations are looking ahead and ready to address
the challenges of international payments. But where SEPA harmonises the payment
landscape within Europe, it remains largely heterogeneous outside.

Message in a bottle? Maximising success in critical
international payments
Paying Here & Abroad 01/09/2014
There are many anecdotal stories about bottles containing long-lost messages and valuable
treasures washing up on coastlines around the world years after they were sent. Presumably,
the person who dropped the bottle in the first place had no expectations that it would, if ever
reach a particular destination. So, are treasurers paying any more attention when making their
business-critical, time-sensitive international payments?
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